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Abstract 

High-frequency resooant power converters are well-sui ted for use in applicatioos requiring high power 

density converters, as on air and space vehicles (topic 4). However, the properties of many topologies have yet to 

be thoroughly investigated. This paper presents the resuJts of theoretical analysis, computer sjmulations and 

experimeotal testing performed 0 0 one class of (previously uninvestigated) DC-DC resonant converter topologies. 

T This work was supponed in part by the Air FOIUOllice of Sc;enti.(io R~b. BoIliog APS, DC, alld Wrigtrt ub6. Wright-Pauerson AfB, OH. 
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Analysis, Simulation and Testing of 

x-type Resonant Link DC-DC CODverters 

1. INTRODUCTION 

High-frequency resonant power converters «I) and references within) are becoming more widely used as 

the demand grows for high power density power processors. These oonverters have been known for some time to 

be particularly suitable for vehicular applications [2l More recently, an orderly search of 3-eiement resonant 

converter topologies was provided in [3J . Also, reference [4) discussed 3- and 4-element resonant circuit 

topologies for such converters under voltage/current driven and voltage/cooeol sink options. Furthermore, based 

on their circttit element connections and source and load excitation types, those topologies were classified into 

resonant and nOD-resonant topologies, aod Oil their physical rea.lizability. Many of the topologies ' uncovered' by 

p} and classified in 14) have not yet been thoroughly investigated, including those now described below (as 

evidenced by both a literature search and a pat~nt search). 

Figure 1 below shows the bJock diagram of a typical resonant converter system. The main difference 

berween the system that was srudied and other resonant converter systems lies in the resonant circuit portion of the 

converter. The following section will elaborate on the char3cteristics of the class of converters studied. Tbe results 

of computer simulations are also described as an: the corresponding experimental results. 

II. ANALYSIS OF ,,-TYPE RESONANT LINK CONVERTERS 

Figure 2 below shows a converter topology that will be referred to in the following as the 'Hype resonant 

Link converter topology, where Z it L.! and Z:J are the impedances of the 3 reactive elements (either capacitors or 

inductors) making up the resonant circuit It is the effect of this difference in the resonant circuit on the 

converter's characteristics that was investigated. Among the major properties determined were the converters 

voltage transfer function. efficiency, input and output impedances and device stresses. 
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Figure I - Block diagram of converter system 
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Figure 2 - x-rype topology 

In this paper, we confine our atteoLion to the case where the resonant circuit is structurnJly symmetrical, 

i.e., ZI and Z, are either both capacitive or both inductive (although they may have different values). Two different 

possible circuits are analyzed below: 

A. 	 The 1t-type LCL resonant converter 

AnaJysis of tbis 1t-type converter, with Z. "" L.:,."., ~ = C and ~ "'" L;.., was based on the assumptions that: 
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• 	 the transistor and diode {MOSFET} form a resistive switch wbose on-resistance is linear with value of R.J., the 

parasitic capacitances of the switcb are neglected., and switching time is zero, 

• 	 the elements of the resonant circuit are passive, linear, time-invariant, and do not have parasitic reactive 

components., and 

• 	 loaded qualily factor is sufficiently higb so that cwrent through the resonant circuit is sinusoidal. 

For power flow from left to rigbt, those assumptions yield the following circuit model for the conven.er 

with the left-side bridge circuit and resonant circuit behaving as a resonant inverter circuit The rigbt-side bridge 

circuit (with all switches off and behaving as a diode rectifier) and resistive load is modeled by an equivalent 

i' 
resistance R; "" "8 ~ acting as a load to lhe resonant inverter circuit. 

Figure 3 - Model of n:-type LCL resonant converter 

The input impedance of this equivalent circuit is, in general, given by 

Supposing funher that w == DOO"" where n is a positive integer, then 
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+ 2 R.. 

With regard to the currents, volmges and powers in the circuit, first note that v.(t), generated by the 

switching of the left-side bridge circuit, is a periodic wavefonn that looks like the following 

V" ,T 	 (l+k)~ T v,(t) 

0 k -, 
-V in 

where k E [0,1] represents the duty-cycJe of the swilches and T is the period of the eqnivalent source voltage 

waveform. Hence the Fourier series representation ofv.(l) is 

~ 

~ n- I 2V' )<II I-k 
v,(t)"'" Lj-l) 2 -";: sinl~sin(nw.lt +4T]) 

r- l,3,5 .. . 

with w. being the fundamental freq uency of v,(t). Then from the equations for v.Ct) and Zv. '" Z/nw.) one can 

obtain the source current i,(t) as 

~ 

i,(t) = L 1..." sin(uw.[t + I~k 1] - 6,J 

n=J,3,5 .. . 

where 

n-12 V_ J9:! l-k 
(-1) 2 =;::sin~T> sm(nro.(L + ""'4 T]) 

"" ~ IZ-o I 

A conservative upper bound on peak values can be obtained by suouning magnitudes of all harmonics_ 

Concerning the voltage transfer function of litis converter, in general, il is given by 

.'{c ~ 	 =C _ ,---___--,-__---,-'J"'"2m"'R.. =-----;-_ 
V. 	 1 j _ ,_ --.L 

(l - (i)1L_C - 2wR,;.C) (1· w2 L",C - wR.C) - 1 
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l 
Suppose Lwt = 4 and roo := VL.....C , then 

l 

Supposing fw1.her that (j) = 6)0 • then 

A 
.!i = _c-="'.",Co-_ 
V. l ,

(-) + lR,oR; 
",oe 

For power flow from right to left, all of the above equations are valid, by symmetry, provided the 

appropriate substitutions are made. 

B. The 1t-type CLC resonant converter 

The analysis of this converter, with ZI = CoutoZ<. = L and 23 = Ct!1, was based 011 the same 2 assumptions 

as [or the x-type LCL resonant converter analysis. Those assuulptions yield the following circuit model for the 

converter with the left-side bridge circuit and resonant CiTem! bebaving as a resonant inverter circuiL The right-

side bridge circuit (with all swilches off and behaving as a diode rectifier) and resistive load is modeled by an 

.'equivalent resistance R = 8" RI acting as a load to the resonant inverter circuit. 

2R", L 

Figw-e 4 - Model of x-type CLC resonant converter 

The inpm impedance of lhls equivalent circuit is, in general, given by 
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1
Suppose C"",- = Cia and 00,,:"" _~ , then 

VLC<NI 

Supposing further mat 0) = n(i)~ wbere [l is a positive integer, then 

With regard to the currents, voltages and powers in the circuit, recall that v.(t) again has the Fourier series 

representation given above. Then from the equations for v.(t) and Zv. = 2,(000.) one can obtain the source current 

i.(t) as 

~ 

i.(t) = L ls,.n sin(noo,[1 + )~k. 11 - en:> 
0=1.3.5 ... 

where 

A conservative upper bound 00 peak values can be obtained by summ.i.ng magnitudes of all hannonics. 

Concerning the voltage transfer function of this converter, in general, it is given by 

Suppose C"",- = C;.. and Wo ;= ..JLc- , then 

Supposing further that (i) '" ro" • then 
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For power flow from right to left., all of the above equations are valid, by symmetry. provided the 

appropriate substitutions are made. 

III. COMPUTER SIMULATIONS 

Computer simuJations were peIfonned using MicroSiro PSpice software 10 verify the analysis and validate 

the control system design. The simulated output voltage response of the (unregulated) 1I:-type LCL resonant 

converter, with the following parameters. is shown as Figure 5 below: V=-a == 270 V, CIl = C a "" 20~, Lout = Lin 

= 34 Iili. C "" 0.47 j.tF, ~ = to n;;::::) R; = 12.34 n, OJ , - 80,00011: radls. 

IV. EXPERlMENTALRESULTS 

A hardware implementation of the n-type LCL resonant converter is being constructed. Tests will be 

penormed, specifically, one corresponding to the computer simulatioo described above to validate that resulL 

V. CONCLUSIONS 

Several novel resonant converter topologies have been analyzed to establisb their characteristics. These 

need to be compared to the characteristics of presently welJ-koown resonant conveners to determine their relative 

advantages and disadvantages. 

Simulations of these topologies were performed that validated the analyticaJ results; a typical example was 

shown. Experiments are being carried out, with the results to be included in the final paper, for verifying both tbe 

aoaIysis and the simuJations. 
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Figure 4 - Typica] output voltage response of 1(-type LCL resonant converter 
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